Abstract-Ontology learning is considered a potential approach that can help to reduce the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition. However it suffers from a lack of standards to define concepts, besides the lack of fully automatic knowledge acquisition methods. In performing this learning process, the discovery of non-taxonomic relationships has been identified as being the most difficult. This study is then an attempt to create an enhanced framework for discovering and classifying ontological relationships by using a machine learning strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ontologies have shown their usefulness in application areas such as intelligent information integration, and natural language processing among others. However, their wide spread usage is still hindered by ontology acquisition being rather time consuming and, hence, expensive. This is what is known as knowledge bottleneck. For this reason ontology learning from texts constitutes a promising means for ontology acquisition to significantly speed up the ontology building process. As such, several approaches have been proposed for covering the different phases it involves. In this process, the phase of extraction of non-taxonomic relationships (like cause_effect, part_whole) has been recognized as one of the most difficult and least tackled problems (Sanchez & Moreno, 2008) . Even the methods that address non-taxonomic relations did not come up with a widely accepted way in enhancing the process of classifying semantic relations. Most of the systems mainly concentrate on providing methods for creating the relations, but do not consider the context in which the relations might occur in ( Hendrickx, 2009 Discovering the existence of a relationship between a pair of concepts.
• Labeling this relationship according to its semantic meaning. The assignment of labels to relationships is difficult since various relationships among instances of the same general concepts are possible. Moreover, even if the semantic is clear, it might still be hard to guess which among several synonymous labels are preferred by a certain community (Kavalec & Svatek, 2005) . According to these facts, this field would greatly benefit if the learning algorithms used to classify the lexical semantic relations, are able to generate new relations automatically based on some learned rules or criteria. Another source of challenge in this area is that most of the projects have been focused on the construction of the lexical semantic relations within a specific domain and specific components, rather than generating the patterns for these relations (Kim, 2006) . We need a way to detect the semantic patterns that encode a certain relation pattern in text. And, since many of these patterns are ambiguous as they encode more than one relation, we need a way to categorize the relations from these pattern and return only the correct one automatically. In this research we will focus on the learning of semantic relations patterns between word meanings by taking into consideration the surrounding context in the general domain.
The input resources used for the experimentation include the SemCore, GlossWN, SemEvalO7, and SemEvalIO corpus. The prototype system developed has shown to work without any manual operations to produce general domain causation relations without a need for relation specific knowledge.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Causality is a complex, non-primitive relation, which can be refined into more specialized sub-relations. Nastase et al. Despite its importance to Computational Linguistics, the task of causal knowledge extraction has not been tackled much in this field (Beamer & Girju, 2009 ). Many of the early works on this topic focused on predefined lexico-syntactic constructions for encoding causal relations. Garcia (1997) developed COATIS, an automatic system developed to acquire causation knowledge from texts by using linguistic indicators of causality in sentences. The system identifies the causation relations expressed by causative verbs of the French language. It manually classifies the causative verbs, the indicator verbs of causality, into 23 kinds of causality, such as "to result," "to lead to," and so on. The presence of an indicator invokes the system to detect the presence of the causation relations. Khoo (1998) developed an automatic extraction of cause effect information from texts using linguistic clues without the use of any domain knowledge. He used simple pattern matching without knowledge-based inference and without extensive parsing of sentences. A set of linguistic patterns that usually indicate the presence of a causation relation was constructed based on a manual analysis of the documents. The study reported a recall of 68%, and F measure of %51 for extracting the cause and %58 for extracting the effect. Girju (2003) , presented a supervised knowledge-intensive system which relies on "noun -verb -noun" constructions to identify new noun-noun pairs encoding of cause-effect (e.g.,Tsunamis cause tidal waves). Girju developed an approach to automatically identify lexicon-syntactic patterns that express the causal relation and semi-automatically validate the patterns. The verb is identified from a set of 60 causal Word-Net verbs such as cause, lead to, provoke. Her system achieved a precision score of 73.91 % . The limitation of verbs in her system to this category tends to limit the processing capacity regarding causality, which is why we relied on the classification of Khoo for causative verbs to provide a set of verbs that more comprehensive in representing causation. Chan & Lam (2005) then developed SEKE (Semantic Expectation-based Knowledge Extraction), an approach for capturing causation relations based on semantic expectation. The framework of SEKE consists of different kinds of generic templates organized in a hierarchical fashion. The top most level is the semantic template of target relations is domain independent. The second level template consists of sentence templates handling different sentence styles and complex sentences. They also act as a middle layer to reconcile the semantic template to the bottom-most level templates associated with the expected semantics of the domain and the relation.
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Chang and Choi (2006) employed a dependency parser which identified patterns of the type "NP cause cue NP effect". They used a Naive Bayes classifier based on cue phrase and lexical pair (NP cause-NP effect) probabilities which were learned from an un-annotated corpus of examples. We can see in most of these systems that the dominant approaches use either the lexical syntactic patterns with manual extraction of the syntactic patterns or the statistical approaches with temporal or dedicated corpuses. Although some of these systems used some semantic constraint for learning, but they still lack in terms of relation specific semantics. Each relation lies within a limited number of semantic patterns that are used to generate it (Chan & Lam 2005) . Our system adopts this assumption and implement a set of initial expected semantic patterns of the causation relation based on our purpose based WSD approach to disambiguate the input examples senses and extract only the sense that are suitable to represent causation relation in texts based on initial seeds of causation semantic cover set produced in SemEval 2007. The result of the WSD will build a relations data base ROB, which is an initial expectation of the causation semantic patterns. This representation is independent of the domain and is extracted automatically. The advantage of such an approach will allow the system to have a better coverage since the initial patterns that are not bound by syntactic limitations, but rather on semantic limitations (senses) derived from the input examples. Also the approach does not need a dedicated corpus of manually annotated data, with only the need of providing the seed semantics of the relation (semantic cover).
III. THE FRAMEWORK
The system implemented in this research will pass through two main steps. First step (figure 2) will create relation database ROB using a new approach to WSD called purpose based disambiguation. This ROB will hold the semantic patterns that expected to detect causation relations in texts. Also we will form our own set of causation contextual constructs (CCC) to be used as initial indicators that can locate the good candidate sentences that may hold causation relation in text. In the second step, a new algorithm (graph based semantics GBS) will be applied to indicate the real existence of causation in the sentences were it will label both relation parts (cause, effect). Figure 2 : Overview of the enhanced framework for learning ontology relations (Step I).
IV. CREATE THE RELATION DATABASE (RDB)
The reason for choosing this cover set is that even though there are many different ways to present the information, a limited number of semantic structures are preserved for a particular type of relation. The encapsulated knowledge (based on the expected semantics of the relation), can be extracted by the use of semantic templates that specify the linking of actions. A causation semantic template states the linkage between reasons and consequences. It represents the highest level of abstraction, where it is independent in terms of domain and language (Chan & Lam,2005) .
Extracting and Disambiguate relation examples
We have considered Wordnet and SemEval benchmark datasets that supposed to hold the causation relation. Both WN (75 pairs) and SemEval (848 pair) need to be tagged with the correct sense for causation. We need to determine all the possible senses of a word that lead to causation not only those senses mentioned in specific sentences. That's why we are taking the causation pair of nouns (regardless of the context) and disambiguate them based on a new approach called purpose based disambiguation.
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The main steps of the algorithm to implement this approach are as follows: .:. Get cause-effect synsets. .:. Find only senses that falls within causation semantic cover(SC) .:. Determine strength of semantic information for the sense in representing causation by calculating the redundancy of SC elements in the hypernym relation of the synset .:. Find the level of abstraction of the synset in representing the SC elements. .:. Get the synset with the best tag according to WN. .:. For each matching synset find out how representative it is .
• :. Retrieve the set of best matching senses that satisfy at least one condition .
• :. Find all the possible combinations.
The results of this algorithm over Semeval will generate 5092 pairs of disambiguated lexical words , and WN will generate 481 pairs. To analyze and generate the final semantic pattern set that shows the behavior of cause effect in the causation relation we will combine all the pairs with the same semantic features to fmd its significance in representing the causation relation. The more the word pairs that have the same cover set, the more relevant is its semantic features strength in indicating the causality relation in the text (Table 1) .
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". Causation relations may be represented in texts in different formats using different patterns. Most of the projects that concern with ontology learning do not concentrate on the classification of the specified relation (in the process of preparing the set of input sample sentences), but instead use a manual annotation of the sentences. This is usually done through two or more judges whose agreement is used as a measure, or through statistical calculations (Badelusca, 2004), (Eduardo Blanco et.al. 2010). But in this research we will be concerned with this stage for four reasons: 1 )to automate the system, 2) to measure the precision of the causation patterns,3)the extensive use of the available knowledge sources to get better system performance,4)we derived benefits from using causation constructs in classifying the relation.
According to that we formulated a set of causality contextual constructs CCC from analysis of SemEval corpus and (Khoo, 1995) data set produced to get a better set that capable of indicating different causation situations in texts. This CCC set will be applied to the concerned corpuses, as shown in Table 2 : Statlstlcs of retnevmg CCC sentences from all corpuses. The result of this stage will be passed as an input to the GBS algorithm.
VI. GRAPH BASED SEMANTICS (GBS) ALGORITHM TO EXTRACT CAUSE-EFFECT
Graph Based semantics GBS (Figure 3 ) is a novel approach for identifying cause and effect boundaries in a sentence. It is based on the most representative semantic fe atures that specify the candidate cause or effect. The main assumptions of GBS will be 1) The words in the sentence relate to each other in terms of their word sense, 2) The nearest co-located noun with a suitable causation semantics to CCC is a more likely candidate for cause or effect, 3) The term with the shortest lexical hypernym chain path to a causation semantic feature is a better candidate to represent the meaning of that feature.
�:=t .. As mentioned before, the two main problems with semantic relations extraction are finding the existence of relation in sentence, and labeling relation components (effect-cause). GBS propose a new approach that exploits the context information provided in the sentence and the semantic information of causation that can be obtained from the RDB.
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• Based on the causality relation, we determine the existence of semantic features of the relation pairs in the candidate cause-effect parts (which solves the first problem mentioned above).
• From the textual context of the sentence we will derive the semantic relations of the nouns in the sentence (in cause or effect side) according to their current sense within sentence context (which solves the second problem). The main principle of this algorithm is based on the idea that words in the sentence are connected to each other in meaning since all of them express a coherent idea that is underlined in the sentence. To achieve this, we will divide the sentence into two parts and search for the most representative word in each part based on the hypernym structure. The main steps of this algorithm are:
Specify causation relations direction according to CCC (cause-effect or effect-cause).
2.
Extract the window for each relation part (for both cause and effect).
3.
Build a graph for each window.
4.
Specify the RDB semantic pair suitable for the window.
5.
Process each window graph to find best candidate semantic feature from the graph.
6.
Extract a representative noun in the window that corresponds to the semantic feature. In the stage of process each window graph to find the best candidate feature in the graph, a directed graph will be built for each window according to the following steps.For each window (graph), the following steps will be performed: Find the maximum hypernym length in each window to be considered as the limit of the looping Traverse the graph level by level starting from the top most hypernym node o Consider the first level after the top-most hypernym node in each noun path in the window.
o Specify the node (each node represents inner semantic feature) in the level that connects the nouns in that level.
o If the node connects more than 2 nouns go to the next lower level in each noun path in the graph trying to find a more accurate (nearest to the lexical unit) semantic feature. If the node that connects the 2 nouns is not reached, then backtrack (in the graph) to the last common node found, and consider it as a common node.
o Consider this node as a guide to the candidate cause or effect.
o From that node traverse the shortest path to find the lexical noun of that path, starting from the nearest noun to the CCC. Here we assume that the nearest path represents the more accurate and at the same time a more abstract representation of the cause or effect.
VIII. GBS APPLIED TO CAUSATION RELATIONS
The process of building the graph for the cause or effect part will connect the words of the sentence together to find the candidate cause or effect. The following example will show step by step how to build a graph of 4 words to extract the effect of some action.
The input example is: "psychoanalysis a personality characterized by meticulous neatness and suspicion and reserve; said to be fo rmed in early childhood by fixation during the anal stage of development usually as a consequence ... " For the above example the following window ( Then the window will be filtered to exclude the non causation nouns, which do not come under the causation cover set specified in the previous sections. What remains of nouns will be a final node in the graph. The top node of the graph will be the dummy node "entity" and the inner nodes will be the elements of the hypernym relation and the leaves will be the lexical nouns of the window (Figure 4) . The system will start traversing the graph in a top down approach looking for the inner node with the highest degree of redundancy, i.e. the node that is repeated many times through the hypernym chains in the graph. If this node is found, the process will proceed until the second lowest level only to the nouns that contain the redundant node in their hypernym chain. This process will be repeated until we reach an inner node that connects the two nouns. As we can see in the following processing levels, each indentation below represents one level in the graph.
Level one is at the entity node, so we will move directly to level 2. At level 2, we have the "abstract entity" that subsumes all hypernym relations. We assign the maximum redundancy in this level as 4. The process will then go down to level 3 and reach level 4 where the max redundancy will become 2. At this level, all the chains that do not contain members
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of highest redundancy will be excluded. Then the rest of the chains will be traversed downward until the leave node is reached in exploring the shortest path and also nearest to the CCC. The point here is to find first the best semantic feature that has been repeated more than others (has the highest frequency). "Psychological feature" is considered a better feature than attribute, because the terms "psychological feature" is nearer to the CCC element (in this case CCC is "as a consequence of') in this sentence. Now, based on that best cover for "psychological feature", we find the term with the shortest path to the words in the sentence term: "development." A graph will be built for each window (side) of the sentence surrounding the CCC. Figure 4 shows that the graph building process for the example, the processing will be done from the top-most level and going down following the hyponym chain by searching for the path that connects the sentence terms. Many advantages we can get from the current approach among which Non reliance on syntactic patterns or hand crafted rules, whereby we adopt a set of semantic patterns that are automatically created from a small set of seeds of causation based on semantic features from previous studies.
Our framework is capable of generating the "expected semantic patterns" for any semantic relation like part whole or any other relation, where the same method can be reused, with the only additional requirement for a small set of the expected semantic cover for a new relation.
We propose the use of semantic patterns and not syntactic ones alone, which of course would provide a better coverage of the case in hand (since by default semantic level is a higher level of abstraction as compared with a syntactic level) and in turn will be applicable to more cases than those covered by the syntactic ones.
To evaluate the performance of the GBS we define the precision, recall, and F-measure as the following:
.. numbl8r . As we intended to automate the process of extracting and learning ontology causation relations with the minimum level of supervision in learning, we had to induce the importance indicators of the semantic features for the causation relation first (as in ROB) and then we used these features as guide points for the process of identifying sentences with the required relations through a series of processing steps (as in GBS). Until this point of the framework there was no human intervention at all. Even the input set of sentences with CCC was not manually filtered. GBS is then expected to detect the non-useful sentences. The GBS algorithm was able to identify most of the relations in the corpus being processed ( Table 4 : GBS results We found out that building of the ROB was useful in identifying the semantic feature pairs under which the relation can occur. The algorithm was able to retrieve representative relations for about 34 semantic pairs representing 81 % of the RDB pairs (Table 6 ). Table 6 : Coverage of ROB pairs by the GBS algorithm The performance of the GBS algorithm was 78%. This percentage however increases if we were also to consider the correct identification of causation relation with either correct cause or correct effect. We have identified the following reasons that have been a challenge towards the implementation of a fully automated system: 191 1. Lack of completeness in representing hypernyms in WN. 2. The lack of complete set of CCC. Although our list has expanded on Khoo's list, it is still not complete. 3. The cover set provides a good generalization but there can be exceptions. 4. Need to expand on the positive and negative examples of all sentences to gain more insights. In the course of this work, we have also updated the cover sets on causality from past works. The identification of negative examples is useful for providing insights for linguists in building improved theories on causality. The identification of false positives is also useful in training of causality pattern classifier.
